
Prophets 237 (cont.) 407.

it is the corret interpretation under the circumsances. 2h part of it is the verb.

The ig difference is in their saying they must possess Eo.om and the rest of mankind must

seek the Lord. Tpre is a big difference between those two. You would think in thatlcase

that The Sept. simply raises it to a h1heileveL Q'es. The big difference is if you

pick up an En41sh writing--there are probably slips in the Redder's Digest that when a

change o a letter makes a big difference. N

#238 ewspaers and. magazines have those typographical errors and ostppeople do not even

notice them at all. Ill. 1f college paper and. doing the proofreading. The average person

just read right over them and does not even bother with them but if you ae used to looking

fortthem, then you notice them. With these typographical errors it is quite clear to us

usually how it happened. Yo say here then that the rest of Edom must seek tte Lord, or

that they are to possess the rest of Edom and. you then wonder what is the connection with

it there but if you know the Hebrew and you see the one that says the rest of Edom will

the lord. Then if Jim read it hurriedly and then you will say they possess. Very

often I get papers written and. I don't know if it is way or that way and then I can't

tell which one it means. The manuscript would be uncertain if it would. be a or a

In the course of epp- copying and copying again it is not a common error but still you

could see how it would occur and. the original writing would have and in it.

The time of the Sept. writer said and in the process of copying a c became substitu

ed for it. It is easy to see how this might hapen. A Jewish scribe could come to a passage

here a little unusual and then it would occur quite naturally to the scribe as that which

e would expect to see. It is not so commonly found that the rest of mankind wo'ild seek the

Lord. A scribe could easily have another idea in mind. It would be easy to see how such

a change would be possible. Perhaps the page was torn therewherehe was copying. It is

easy to see how such a change might take place. The Sept. and the Aebrew is only different

by one letter and it is not a matter of Js changing it--it is a matter of James quoting

it the way it was in the Sept. If anyone raise* it to a higherlevel it was the Sept. writer

who did. James simply quotes it here as it was in the Sept. "Of all of the heathen that

are called by my name--"what does the Sept. have about that? As it stands it would suggest

it as the subject --the Sept. has it as "seek me", saith the Lord. who does all of these thin

It takes the 0p instead of the FOP and there is the difference in the Sept. and. James has

quoted from the Sept. and his quottion is just like the Sept. except for this one letter.
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